“A community partnership that helps build GOOD PEOPLE
who DO GOOD things.”

[

DATE

]

DEAR [CITY LEADER]
Hi! My name is [ YOUR NAME HERE ] and I live in [ YOUR CITY/TOWN HERE ]. I am [age]
years old.
I’m writing today, to thank you for your consideration and action toward plastic pollution. I know
that corporate responsibility, consumer lifestyle & waste management all play a role. As a child
who will inherit this big blue planet, I care deeply about the health of our oceans, coral reefs,
animals, beaches, global community and the impact plastic pollution is having on these and the
places where I live and play. I KNOW that we all MUST TAKE ACTION NOW.
I also, know that you have decision power over policy that impacts plastic pollution & the
corporate & consumer-responsibility for its lifecycle, which is something I participate in clean-up
efforts for. The best solution is to STOP plastic pollution at its source. This requires business’,
consumers and communities to work together. I hope that your decisions will guide business’ in
our communities to enact responsible practice, seek packaging solutions that redesigns plastic
with its full life cycle in mind, requires business’ to be responsible for where their plastic waste
ends up and helps consumers with more responsible, plastic-free choices in packaging and
products.
I know that your decisions and actions can make a difference for the health of our beautiful
planet earth and all who live here. I wanted to let you know, I THANK YOU for your leadership on
behalf of ALL OF US YOUNG PEOPLE who will be greatly impacted by your decisions. We need
more elected officials like you, who will stand up for the ACTION NEEDED NOW that will clean
up and REGENERATE a healthy planet and ocean… because without a healthy ocean, we won’t
have anything to inherit at all.
Work with your adult mentor to find out, policy that is making positive impact on plastic pollution or may
need support to have impact, and you can mention how YOU FEEL about it here. Your voice matters.
HANDWRITE YOUR CORRESPONDANCE HERE.

With My Gratitude,

[ YOUR SIGNATURE HERE
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